Localization and Mapping
Environment awareness for
Autonomous Vehicles

Introduction

Key takeaways

autonomous navigation. From vision based

Understanding features in HD maps, depth
sensing techniques

SLAM in industrial environments to integration

Features in HD maps are uniquely identifiable

of HD maps into the sensor gamut of an

static objects like traffic signage, hoardings,

autonomous vehicle (AV), Wipro provides

etc. The distance of these objects from the AV

solutions at each node. Wipro offers distance

is estimated using LIDARs, radars or

sensing solutions using these sensors and

stereoscopic cameras.

stereoscopic cameras. Unique feature

Knowing precise location using triangulation

Wipro understands the nuances of

identification, comparison with feature in
maps, detecting updates to the existing HD
maps are all part of the offerings in this space.
We offer HD map centric solutions, as well as
mapping techniques like Visual SLAM which
are instrumental in industrial use cases.

At any time, an AV uses the distance from
multiple features (3 or more) to be able to
locate it precisely as part of feature-based
localization, utilizing depth sensing as the
underlying technology

Wipro also has an HD mapping partner for an
exhaustive coverage across this space.

The location accuracy provided by features in HD
maps help an AV avoid a curb and navigate in a lane.

Key benefits

Features

For users

Feature based localization:

• Depth sensing and feature

Triangulation of distances from

identification enable an AV in

multiple features along with

creating a map of the environment

knowledge of location of these

• The map and the landmarks are
then used by the AV for localization

features on HD maps helps the vehicle
localize itself

across autonomous systems in

Template based localization:

various applications

Template based localization is slightly
different from feature based

For companies:

localization. It uses a pre-known set

• Simpler technologies for enabling
map updates – camera inputs
together with IMU motion data
using ordinary after-market
dashboard devices
• Refined Visual SLAM techniques are
cheaper as compared to the
accurate LOAM and hence preferred
in indoor less-stringent
environments

of features, i.e. templates to
localize itself
Visual odometry:
Visual odometry is the technique of
tracking the change in position of an
AV using stereoscopic vision or
monocular cameras combined with
IMU motion data
Lidar odometry and mapping:
Lidar based odometry uses RMB
(Rotating Multi Beam) LIDAR for
tracking change in position of the AV
as well as mapping the environment

Live HD map updates are made
possible by feature identification,
localization and live data streaming
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.

A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,
strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 180,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots
to build a better and a bold new future.
For more information,
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